
Celebration Assembly Summary 17.3.2023 

 

Learner of the Week 

 

Wrens: Florence for being a fabulous role model to our class when practising our class assembly!  
 
Robins: Olivia for accurate measuring using a ruler.  
 
Swifts: Emma for fantastic effort and perseverance especially in maths.  
 
Kestrels: Kaleb for working hard on his fluency when reading.  
 
Owls: Mylie for consistently showing commitment towards her learning.  
 

Golden Rules (Be safe, Be positive, Be kind)  

 

Wrens: Flynn for having a positive attitude to his morning routine and always starting the day with 
a smile on his face! 
 
Swifts: Franklin for having a positive attitude at school. 
 
Kestrels: Henry M for being a positive team player when playing netball in PE 
 
Owls: Noah for always demonstrating kind behaviour and contributing positively in class 
discussions. 
 

Learning Behaviours (Ready, Resilient, Responsible, Resourceful, Respectful, Reflective)  

 

Wrens: Alice for being responsible when performing her minibeast dance to the class.  
 
Robins: Renzo for demonstrating resilience when working with clay. 
 
Swifts: Dylan for always following the 6Rs.  
 
Kestrels: Jake for his resilience in Maths when adding and subtracting fractions.  
 
Owls: Charlotte for her resilient and resourceful attitude towards her Maths work.  
 

 

 



Lunchtime class of the week 

Owls were the class of the week at lunchtime for their helpfulness at lunchtimes.  

Get caught reading! 
 
The following people received certificates for taking part in Mrs. Magdeburg’s “Get caught 
reading” project. Photos of this are on display in “The Nest” 
 
Emma (Owls), William (Swifts), Eliza (Swifts), Nathaniel (Owls), Millie (Swifts), Henry (Kestrels), 
Leila (Robins), Izzy (Robins), Ava (Wrens), Eddie (Robins), Flynn (Wrens), Isaac (Kestrels), Mrs, 
Cruise (Wrens), Mrs. Hulme and her family (Kestrels)  
 
Mrs. Magdeburg gave a special certificate to Charlie Pritchard Barrett who has entered the Blue 
Peter Amazing Authors competition and written an incredible entry about Ned and the squirrel 
army. 
 

Outside achievements 
 
Freddie L (Robins) was awarded with his next swimming certificate – Well Done Freddie!  
 


